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journey to Eastland "a lo divino5. Hallewijn has, of course, Its
representatives in Scandinavia and Scotland, and it was here that
the lady-killer became conflated with the nixes which waylay
damsels beside the torrents, so that the legend takes on a super-
natural tinge. The sentiment of these old pieces is uniformly
Catholic.
The religious poems (Legendeviser) and the heroic ballads
(kaempeviser) are either based on previous written or oral litera-
ture, or formed according to the same patterns. The adventure
ballads of free invention are divided by experts into 'trylleviser'
and 'ridderviser'; the former are magical, the latter normal. The
distinction is an acknowledgement of the singularly important
place held by the supernatural in the Nordic imagination. The
ancient gods, it is true, had vanished before the ballads flourished;
but the ancient fears had not abated. Nature still sent a shiver
down men's spines. The sea swallowed ships in storms, and the
rivers devoured maidens in spate. Every bridge was unstable, and
beneath every bridge was a murderous nix. Mermen and mermaids,
dwarfs and elves, trolls and dragons beset these men of the North,
who were not such sound Christians as to defeat the enemy by
making the sign of the cross. Runes were mightier than the Chris-
tian sign, and a powerful harpist might make the chthonian powers
disgorge their prey. The 'trylleviser* are thus a distinguishing
merit of Scandinavian balladry, which is shared with that of Scot-
land. The atmosphere of mystery and dread which fills so many
great ballads is unknown to the brilliant South, and rare in
Germany. The Russians and Bulgarians have much to sing about
malicious supernatural beings, but they have not the same cower-
ing dread. The Latvians and Lithuanians remember their old
pantheon in detail, but Perkons and Laime are friendly little
domestic creatures. It is not so in the Scandinavian lands. The
twilight of Asgard seems to have left men without any friendly
protectors to face the same terrible Nature, accompanied by fog,
storm, ice, and rock.
The 'trylleviser' occupy the space from Nos. 33 to 95 in Grundt-
vig's collection (DGF) and are abundantly represented in all other
compilations. Germand Gladensvend (DGF 33) is among the finest
of these pieces, and might be a survival of some heroic poem.
Devoted, at the moment of birth, to a monster of the sea, Germand
was brought up by his mother till he was almost a man. He sought

